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“Technology and tools are 
useful and powerful when 
they are your servant and 
not your master.”
STEPHEN COVEY,  
Author ‘7 habits of highly effective people’

“The experts at Sensei have helped us 
to centralise, standardise, and create 
resource visibility to all of our IT 
initiatives. Sensei provided the training 
expertise to allow us to quickly grow 
our understanding and use of project 
and portfolio management. We HIGHLY 
RECOMMEND this product and team.”
JOHN CALDWELL, Richport Shipping

https://www.senseiprojectsolutions.com.au/senseiiq/


achieve mastery with sensei IQ 

sensei IQ enables everyone in your business to easily plan, 
collaborate, communicate and deliver projects of all sizes 
easily and efficiently. 

Executives have the visibility they need whilst users  
achieve more on their personal, project and strategic tasks. 

Designed around your needs and a modern way of working, sensei IQ is 
built upon the Power of the Microsoft Cloud. Built on our experience from 
delivering hundreds of solutions to many organisations over the past decade, 
delivering projects of all sizes easily and efficiently using industry standards 
and best practices.
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INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTIVITY
Provide visibility into all work for teams 
and individuals in the organisation 
across tools and systems. Prioritise work 
and improve productivity.

BUSINESS INSIGHTS &  
DECISION SUPPORT
Monitor work and exceptions across 
portfolios, programs and projects. Track 
investment alignment and performance.

COLLABORATIVE WORK  
MANAGEMENT
Empower teams to collaborate effectively 
across projects and daily work. Manage 
documents and artifacts; communicate  

in real-time, all in one place.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Manage resource capacity and demand 

across all work. Optimise utilisation; limit 

delays; resolve bottlenecks.

PORTFOLIO, PROGRAM & 
PROJECT LEADERSHIP
Prioritise and deliver on organisational 

objectives through proactive leadership of 

projects, programs and portfolios. Empower 

the team and build stakeholder trust.

STRATEGIC PLANNING & 
BENEFITS REALISATION
Prioritise projects and align investments  

with organisational strategy to optimise 

outcomes and realise benefits.

PEOPLE BEFORE PROCESS
Overcome your work, project, portfolio  
and resource challenges with sensei IQ’s 
core capabilities.

The processes, procedures, tools, techniques, 
configuration options and training combine  
into the framework for sensei IQ’s approach  
to help you deliver successful outcomes.

BUILT for your enterprise. DESIGNED for your users.

“Sensei has been a tremendous partner to us and has fully 
embraced the add-in model for our Office 365 based Project and 
Portfolio Management solution. Their add-ins and apps provide 
great value to our joint clients, and we’re excited to bring them 
more broadly to organizations and users around the world.” 

SAJAN PARIHAR,  
worldwide leader of Microsoft’s Project & Portfolio management business. 

https://www.senseiprojectsolutions.com.au/senseiiq/


success stories
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Susie Smith | PROJECT MANAGER Joe Bran | PROGRAM & PORTFOLIO MANAGER David Brown | EXECUTIVE

How has sensei IQ changed my daily work?
I can finally manage my projects without excessive administration and 

duplication of information. Sensei IQ provides me with a quick, easy 

and intuitive way of updating my projects. I now have visibility across all 

of my projects which allows me to focus on high value tasks ensuring 

that my projects are delivered on time and on budget. 

What are my major gains?
No matter if I am a professional project manager or simply a business 

owner or subject matter expert with limited project management 

experience, I now have a way to effectively manage my projects and 

clearly communicate their value. Concurrently my team has become 

more productive through utilising the effective collaboration tools 

and capabilities of sensei IQ. The holistic view we now receive on 

our projects enables everyone to know where we are in our project 

execution journey. 

How has sensei IQ changed my daily work?
Realtime visibility of all my programs and portfolios has significantly 

improved the way we manage our work. Communication between the 

sub-projects and programs are more streamlined and sensei IQ allows 

us to make more informed decisions as well as helping us reach our 

business goals sooner.

What are my major gains?
Sensei IQ gives us a clear alignment between our strategic direction 

and the portfolio, programs and projects we have executed. I can now 

confidently provide consistent high-quality information to our executive 

team allowing us to breach the strategic execution gap and allowing  

us to successfully track our strategic goals with predictable  

benefits realisation. 

How has sensei IQ changed my daily work?
In the past we had a strategic execution gap, which was a big challenge 

for us. Through sensei IQ we can now plan and track our strategy in a 

clear and concise way. Our entire team is focused on accomplishing our 

strategic goals. In my role that means I am able to clearly define and 

track the organisational roadmap for success. 

What are my major gains?
Personally, I have a clear understanding at any time where to steer our 

organisation. For our shareholders the biggest gain is confidence in our 

strategy and my entire team is focused on achieving the measurable 

goals for our company. 

BUILT for your enterprise. DESIGNED for your users.

https://www.senseiprojectsolutions.com.au/senseiiq/


evolve effortlessly
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By enabling additional capabilities over time, sensei IQ grows with your organisational maturity.

BUILT for your enterprise. DESIGNED for your users.

https://www.senseiprojectsolutions.com.au/senseiiq/


tech check

We combine our expertise in Microsoft 
technology with deep knowledge in 
modern work trends, real-world experience 
and modern industry best practices.

sensei IQ is deployed on the  
Microsoft Power Platform and utilises  
Model-Driven Apps, Power Automate 
Flows, Business Process Flows, and  
Power BI, all leveraging the Common  
Data Service for data and analytics.

AI BUILDER

Intelligent automation of  
mundane tasks.

DATA CONNECTORS

Seemless integration of  
line of business systems i.e.

financials | hr systems | asset mgmt 

COMMON DATA SERVICES

The universal data store fully 
secured all in your tenant.
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We use the Microsoft technology you’ve already invested in,
so you can work seamlessly wherever you go. 

COLLABORATE

Teams
Team Collaboration

MANAGE

Project for Web 
Modern Project Management

ACT

Power Apps
Manage PPM Application

ANALYSE

Power BI
Business Analytics

AUTOMATE

Power Automate
Workflow Automation

https://www.senseiprojectsolutions.com.au/senseiiq/


features overview
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TICK EVERY BOX!
Save time by staying on top of your growing task list by viewing, 
actioning and tracking your work/actions across all your projects.

MANAGE LIKE A PRO!
Deliver on organisational objectives through prioritising and 
connecting projects, programs and portfolios.

ALL TOGETHER NOW!
Bring the team together and communicate, manage documents 
and collaborate on artefacts; all in a single location.

SEE THE FOREST AND THE TREES!
Make more informed decisions with meaningful insights into 
projects, programs and resources across portfolios.

RIGHT PEOPLE, RIGHT PLACES!
Limit delays and resolve bottlenecks quickly across every 
project with optimised utilisation across the correct tasks.

BRING STRATEGY TO LIFE.
Align investments with strategy and ensure delivery hits the 
mark and benefits are clearly realised.

BUILT for your enterprise. DESIGNED for your users.

https://www.senseiprojectsolutions.com.au/senseiiq/


“Historically, a lot of our project 
management information was held in 
disparate tools and systems across the 
organisation. Sensei helped us sweep 
all those data sources into one space 
and through that we gained greater 
efficiency in terms of being able to 
access and report on that data.”
DAN BUTCHER, Corporate Portfolio Manager 
at SA Power Networks

proven process 100% user adoption
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Our proven process is your roadmap to success.

“Where there is data smoke, 
there is business fire.”
Thomas Redman

https://www.senseiprojectsolutions.com.au/senseiiq/


the team behind sensei IQ

“The Customer Care team at Sensei are 
responsive to our requests for assistance, 
rapidly fixing issues that arise so we  
can get on with what we do best.  
Our team love that they can call  
Sensei Customer Care up and speak  
to Aussie-based experts, get helpful  
guides and materials and schedule in 
person innovation updates.”
MONICA GERAGHTY, Project Management Lead 
at Life Without Barriers
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Sensei has one of the most experienced and well-respected 
teams in the Microsoft Partner ecosystem covering the full 
suite of Microsoft based Portfolio, Program, Project  
and Work Management business technologies.

The consistent success of our customer delivery outcomes lies in 

understanding that a successful project requires varied perspectives 

throughout an engagement. 

This means that we will ask a lot of questions up-front; to understand 

your business, your industry, and to really understand what you are 

hoping to gain by engaging us. 

Then we will bring to you a combination of different skills: business 

consulting, project management, solution architecture, app 

development, product know-how and recommendations,  

training and support. 

Sensei believes that to drive the successful implementation and 

adoption of technology, all these skills must work in unison, in an 

environment that allows both your team and ours to feel like we 

have a shared vision and purpose.

Finally, we strongly believe in, and try to demonstrate daily,  

our core values (see grey panel). We really believe this 

represents our organisation and we encourage that if you’d like 

to be part of our story, or want to know more, please reach out 

and talk to us.

We combine our expertise in Microsoft technology with deep 
knowledge in modern work trends, real-world experience and 
modern industry best practices.

We use the Microsoft technology 
you've already invested in

OUR CORE VALUES

We care deeply about people.

Our innovations advance our industry.

We are easy to work with.

We are passionate experts.

We create value in every relationship.

We keep promises.

BUILT for your enterprise. DESIGNED for your users.

https://www.senseiprojectsolutions.com.au/senseiiq/
mailto:letschat@sensei.cloud


next steps
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Let’s begin the discussion.…..

To get most value out of our initial discussion, please consider 
your answers to the following questions:

1. What are your 3 top objectives for your project management system?

2. When do you want to get started?

Or call us:

03 9036 3423

letschat@sensei.cloud

Or email us:

Simply use our Online form:

www.senseiprojectsolutions.com.au/letschat-iq

https://www.senseiprojectsolutions.com.au/senseiiq/
mailto:letschat%40sensei.cloud?subject=sensei%20IQ%20next%20steps
https://www.senseiprojectsolutions.com.au/letschat-iq/
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